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Esglo Releases New Album, “Poetic Trance”
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AMW Group is an International marketing and entertainment group founded in 1997. They have in their years of
existence established a unique and strong business network within the entertainment industry representing a
diverse roster of event properties, consumer brands and Grammy Award winning artists.

The company offers a wide range of branding, event, publicity and sponsorship services for national and
international clients.

(Los Angeles, CA) August 26th, 2021 – New York artist Esglo's latest album titled "Poetic

Trance" is available on YouTube, Spotify and all digital music platforms. Esglo is known for his

unique sound in the electronic dance genre and describes his music as a love affair with an

EDM soundscape.  His free spirit has influenced his musical career leading to multiple

collaborations with singers, producers, and engineers. 

“Poetic Trance” is influenced by various styles in electronic dance music, with echoes of retro

and modern pop. Esglo adds glistening melodies to an edgy and uplifting instrumental creating

a futuristic feel that sets him apart from other electronic dance artists. Romantic and heartfelt,

Esglo’s album is a collection of sounds that take listeners on an emotional roller coaster

conveying his life experiences. 

“Poetic Trance” is dark and edgy, yet epic and uplifting. Almost all of the tracks are brilliant,

and with enough quality that you could literally pick any one of them out of a hat and drop

them in a DJ set with a guarantee of the dance floor going insane to Esglo’s throbbing, melodic,

familiar yet intensely original sound. “Poetic Trance” is different from traditional EDM

music and highlights crisp sounds without being overbearing. Reflecting Esglo’s confidence and

self-awareness, his latest album paves the way for him to be a strong force in the EDM

industry. 

“Poetic Trance” is available on YouTube and Spotify. For more information on Esglo visit his

website.
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